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MK117NB is a smart plug with power and energy meter, the measuring accuracy is  ±0.5%. The smart device realizes data 
connectivity and communication through the NB-IOT/EMTC/GSM network, and can connect to different customer cloud  
servers. It makes your ordinary electrical devices connect to the Internet of Things, become intelligent and controllable.
It also provides an effective way to help consumers fully understand their daily energy usage, convert real-time electricity 
consumption into accurate billing data and the ability to balance supply and demand.

MK117NB supports connecting to standard MQTT broker(such as EMQTT, Mosquitto) and other servers that support MQTT 
protocol. It can also work with AWS IOT and Aliyun IOT, can be quickly integrated to your existing IOT system, and all data will 
be upload directly to your server, which is convenient for your further applications development.   
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MK117NB contains multiple plug types, can be widely used in many countries. The plug models and their description are as 
below:

Series Model Product Model         Description

MK117NB

MK117NB- B    US type, rated output:  15A,1800W

MK117NB- G    UK type, rated output: 13A, 2990W

MK117NB- F    EU type, rated output:  16A, 3680W

MK117NB- E    FR type, rated output:  16A, 3680W
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1. Multiple plug types
Support US/UK/EU/FR plug types, can be widely used in many countries

3. Mature and reliable hardware solution

Ø Safe and reliable isolated power supply circuit

Ø Industrial grade relay

ØHigh accuracy sampling resistor and professional power metering chip

Ø Excellent performance of the antenna

Ø Compatible with Sim card and ESIM

2. Flexible hardware layout

Multiple hardware versions can be supported by replacing the MCU and 

communication module. Customers can choose the hardware version according 

to the chips they are good at developing



Support overload, overcurrent, overvoltage and undervoltage protection. When the plug detects the measured value out of the safe range, 
and the duration exceeds the safe time, it will automatically turn off to prevent the connected electrical device

6. Multiple protection mechanism

5. ±0.5%  measuring accuracy

Ø Monitor the instant voltage, current, active power, power factor and frequency with extremely high accuracy
Ø Monitor the  hourly, daily and historical total energy consumption, locally stores the data to reduce the risk of data loss and ensure data 

accuracy 
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The plug is equipped with two LED indicators:
Ø The top indicator is network indicator used to indicate  the device network status
Ø The bottom indicator is switch indicator used to  indicate the device switch status, and the indicator changes its color according to the 
active power of the connected  load, users can intuitively and quickly capture the change of load power

7. More intuitive indication of device status 

4. Connecting customer server
Ø All data is directly uploaded to customer server, convenient for their further application development
Ø Ensure the data security and privacy



When the device disconnect from the MQTT server by a network failure, power loss or other unknown reason, the MQTT server will 
send the last will message to the client, so that clients can handle it immediately

9. Support MQTT LWT

8. Configurable MQTT data format

10. Flexible Firmware update methods

MQTT data format is compatible with HEX and JSON 
Ø HEX format can help customers efficiently reduce the communication costs
Ø JSON format can help users visibly understand the uploaded message
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The device supports users flexibly configure the data upload interval, to help users save communication costs
ØPower data report interval
ØEnergy data report interval 
ØDevice switch status report interval
ØCountdown time report interval

11. Data upload interval can be flexibly configured

The device supports upgrade firmware by BLE DFU and MQTT OTA methods
Ø BLE DFU method is easy to operate and can help users save communication costs
Ø MQTT OTA method supports users remotely upgrade firmware from anywhere 



Scenario 1: Medical refrigeration monitoring

Connect the socket to the medicine refrigerator, while 
the socket supplies power to the refrigerator, the power 
consumption data is uploaded to the server. Users can 
monitor the working status and power consumption of 
the refrigerator on the server at any time, reducing 
manual inspection time and labor.

If the socket is disconnected from the server due to 
power failure or network disconnection, the user will be 
notified of the abnormal state in time through the last 
will message, so that users can quickly deal with it and 
reduce losses 

For some scenarios that require constant power supply, 
users can set the default switch state of the socket to on, 
and the switch will automatically turn on every time the 
socket is powered on, reducing losses caused by power 
outages.
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Scenario 2: Smart management of laboratory

Deploy the socket in the laboratory to supply power to the 
experimental equipment. The socket can monitor the 
power consumption data of the electrical appliance in real 
time and upload the data to the server. Users can monitor 
and remotely control the sockets in real time on the server, 
and make billing analysis and energy management 
solutions based on the power data reported by the sockets.

For example, it can easily manage all electrical equipment 
to turn off during non-working hours, and automatically 
turn on the power during working hours, reducing 
unnecessary power consumption and manual labor. 

It can help users quickly find the aging, low efficiency or 
abnormal electrical appliances according to the power data 
reported by the socket, so as to save energy.

When the voltage/current/power of the electrical 
appliance exceeds the safe range, the socket will 
automatically turn off, reducing the risk of damage to the 
electrical equipment.
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Scenario 3: Agricultural irrigation automation

The socket is used to control the water pump irrigation, and 
works with the soil moisture sensor. When the low soil 
humidity is detected, the server controls the socket to turn 
on the water pump to irrigate the soil, and when the soil 
humidity reaches an appropriate value, the socket 
immediately turns off  the water pump to stop irrigation. It 
provides an intelligent way to manage the water pump. 
Compared with the manual management method, it not 
only saves labor costs, but also avoids the waste of water 
resources.

While the socket is working, the power data of the water 
pump can also be monitored, and the user can intuitively 
obtain the power consumption of the water pump every 
hour, every day and any time period.
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MOKO MK117NB smart plug supports multiple product models. MK117NB is the main model which is built in MOKO standard firmware. 
For the customers who use their own firmware, to help them quickly develop firmware, MOKO also provides some other models with different 
hardware solutions. Customer can order suitable product models according to their development solution.

Product Model MCU Cellular  Module Description

MK117NB nRF52833 BG95 Main model, built in MOKO standard firmware

MK117NB-EQ ESP32 BG95 Provide hardware for customers develop their 
own firmware

MK117NB-NN nRF52833/nRF52840 nRF9160 Provide hardware for customers develop their 
own firmware

MK117NB-EN ESP32 nRF9160 Provide hardware for customers develop their 
own firmware
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Dimensions
103mm*61mm*34.6mm

Wireless (BG95 hardware) 
NB-IOT/ eMTC/ GSM

Plug Type

US/UK/EU/FR

Power Supply

100V-240V AC, 50/60Hz

Material 
ABS + PC

Output
US type: rated 15A
UK type: rated 13A
EU/FR type: rated 16A
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SIM card 

Nano SIM card or ESIM

Band (BG95 hardware)
NB-IOT: B1/B2/B3/B4/B5/B8/B12/ 
B13/B18/B19/B20/B25/B28/B66/
B71/B85
eMTC: B1/B2/B3/B4/B5/B8/B12/
B13/B18/B19/B20/B25/B26/B27/
B28/B66/B85
GSM: 850/900/1800/1900 MHz



Based on  MOKO standard product

Ø Customers can develop their own mobile application based on MOKO products, MOKO provides Android and iOS APP SDK to help them 
reduce development time

Ø Provides white label service, support customized label and package, also can print customer company logo on the products

Based on MOKO standard hardware
Ø Flash custom firmware, MOKO provides schematic and power metering SDK for customers to develop their own firmware
Ø Support firmware and APP customized service according to customer’s requirements
Ø Support light customization on MOKO standard hardware, such as replacing the MCU or communication module

More details about the customized services, please contact our sales team: Sales@mokosmart.com

Customized product design 

If MOKO standard product doesn't meet customer’s requirements, MOKO supports co-designing new products with customers, including:
Ø   Hardware design and antenna commissioning
Ø   Enclosure design
Ø   Software development
Ø  Certification service
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Address: 4F, Building 2, Guanghui Technology Park, MinQing Rd, Longhua, 
Shenzhen, Guangdong, China

E-mail: Sales@mokosmart.com
Website: www.mokosmart.com

        

MOKO TECHNOLOGY LTD.


